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Get your finances in order, pay off all debt, and finally have peace of mind…Have you been

feeling anxious and losing sleep, worrying about paying just the minimum monthly payment on

all your bills?Have you been avoiding phone calls, fearing that it may be debt collectors calling?

Have you stopped opening your mail because you feel so overwhelmed with all the bills you

have to pay?Living with all this fear and anxiety takes a toll on your physical and mental health,

which can affect your relationships, your career and your future.In fact, you are probably having

a hard time even visualizing the future, let alone plan for it, when you are struggling to get by

today.You don’t have to live like this for the rest of your life.And waiting to get started will only

make it more difficult to get out.You can take small steps today to start working your way

towards fixing your finances and finally paying off your debt.In Getting Out of Debt, you will

discover:The harmful mindsets that keep you stuck in a vicious debt cycle, and how to get out

of itAn easy-to-follow guide showing you exactly how to start fixing your financesThe simple

trick that will give you at least $200 extra cash each monthThe #1 thing you must do before

paying off debtWhat Warren Buffett has done for over 60 years that you can easily do today to

avoid future debtProven debt payment strategies recommended by personal finance experts to

slash your debt significantly every monthWhen you can borrow again (it’s not never!)And much

more.You may have doubts right now, and that’s perfectly normal. You’ve been living with debt

for so long that you can’t imagine what life would be like without it.But it is possible.Even if you

live on a low income…Even if you have a family to support…Even if you don’t know where to

start…By taking your first step now, you will be one paid bill closer to freedom, and one deep

breath closer to a life without financial burdens.If you want to fix your finances and stop living

with debt-related anxiety and stress, then scroll up and click the “Add to Cart” button right now.

Stress and the emotional toll of being in debt can be overwhelming. In Michael Steven's

nonfictional book, Getting Out of Debt: Money Management: You Cannot Afford to Wait Any

Longer, a strategy to create financial freedom is outlined. Although the author works as a

mortgage specialist, his personal experience with debt adds to the credibility of his advice. He

explains many concepts that will aid in making needed changes. Some of these concepts

include the difference between good debt vs. bad debt; why we get into debt; how to engage

with your creditors; developing a plan to pay your debt. He also provides hope and clear

strategies in the last chapter on how to build wealth - an idea that many people in debt do not

consider a possibility.This book is written in an easy-to-read, understandable manner. The

author imparts essential information that can be absorbed by anyone who desires to leave debt

behind and create a bright future. He uses a non-judgmental tone about past decisions; and he

notes that frequently circumstances such as a medical crisis, divorce, and job loss can be the

culprit of finding oneself in financial trouble. Additionally, a summary of each chapter is

included on the last page of the chapter. The resources at the end of the book are very helpful

- a link to the Financial Freedom checklist, information about legal protection against

harassment from debt collectors, and an interesting reference list. Getting Out of Debt: Money

Management by Michael Steven is a must-read for those seeking to be rid of debt.-- Reviewed

By Deborah Lloyd for Readers' Favorite (5-STAR REVIEW)From the AuthorGetting Out Of

Debt will be the only how-to book that you will need to help you get out of debt. The book

explains what are good debts and what are bad debts. Let me help you get out of the bad



debts, and help you start building financial freedom and early retirement. I presently have 7

books published on Ebook Tops and each book explains in-depth-how-to success in real estate

investing. I guarantee that you will become the next real estate tycoon if you buy the series and

implement everything that you learn. I wish you lots of success in your journey

towards financial freedom and early retirement!About the AuthorMichael Steven is a

Bestselling Author, Entrepreneur, and Investor. A leading authority figure in the world of

business, money, finance, real estate investing, and wealth management. With over 30 years of

experience, he teaches people how to get out of debt and stay out of debt, PLUS he teaches

them how to become financially free in the real estate world, and with all this said, he shows

them how to do it with little, or no money at all. Real estate has made him more money than he

could ever have imagined, and now, he wants to give back to society. He has decided to put his

experiences on paper and started writing books so that everyone gets an opportunity to benefit

from his success. He has helped thousands of people over the years to get out of debt, has

helped them buy and sell properties, and guide them to their early retirement. He has financed

over$1B in real estate and has helped eliminate millions of dollars of debts. Join him, and he

will guide you on your journey to financial freedom and early retirement.Michael Steven has 7

Books Published on Ebook Tops, so collect your series!Read more
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Getting Out Of DebtMoney Management: You Cannot Afford To Wait Any LongerMichael

Steven© Copyright 2020 - All rights reserved.The content contained within this book may not

be reproduced, duplicated, or transmitted without direct written permission from the author or

the publisher.For more information:Website: VAGPublishing.comEmail:

Michael@TheBestSellerBooks.comUnder no circumstances will any blame or legal

responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or

monetary loss due to the information contained within this book. Either directly or indirectly. You

are responsible for your own choices, actions, and results.Legal Notice:This book is copyright

protected. This book is only for personal use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or

paraphrase any part, or the content within this book, without the consent of the author or

publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this document is for

educational purposes only. All effort has been executed to present accurate, up to date, and

reliable, complete information. No warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers

acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical, or

professional advice. The content within this book has been derived from various sources.

Please consult a licensed professional before attempting any techniques outlined in this

book.By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances is the author

responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred as a result of the use of the

information contained within this document, including, but not limited to, — errors, omissions,

or inaccuracies.ContentsFinancial Freedom ChecklistIntroductionChapter One: How Did We

Get Here?Chapter Two: Transforming Your Relationship With DebtChapter Three: Taking Stock

Of Your Current SituationChapter Four: Tackling Your DebtChapter Five: Staying Out of

DebtChapter Six: Building Your WealthFinal WordsOther Books by Michael StevenFinancial

Freedom ChecklistAdditional ResourceReferencesFinancial Freedom Checklist(A Simple list

that should be followed to the “T”)This checklist includes:'O 11 important steps that you should

follow to achieve success and head toward Financial Freedom.'O Plus, bonus advice.Forget

about yesterday and start thinking about tomorrow!“The past and the future are separated by a

second,so make that second count!”—Carmine PironeTo receive your Financial Freedom With

Real Estate checklist, visit the link:Introduction“When you get in debt, you become a slave.”–

Andrew JacksonDebt is more than just a weight on your shoulders that causes stress and

financial strain; it is a manacle that holds you back from achieving your dreams and becoming

the best version of yourself. Think of what you wish to accomplish in life, like starting a

business; traveling; relocating to another country; buying your dream car; or buying a home.

Debt limits your options because the money you make must go towards settling monthly

repayments on time instead of investing in those things you wish to accomplish. You shelve

your life goals because they seem implausible when in debt.This book will dispel common debt

misconceptions in order to help you get out of debt, regardless of if you are struggling to make

your monthly payments. It helps you understand your current financial standing and how you

can incorporate all debt payments without compromising your quality of life. Additionally, it

explains in detail how to ensure that you remain debt-free once you get there. We are a debt-

driven society where people abide by the notion that a little debt won’t hurt, especially when we

want something we cannot afford.It usually starts with small credit card purchases and, before

you know it, you have accumulated thousands of dollars in debt. At this point, you may have to

forego some non-essential personal treats like attending parties, remodeling your home, or

going on vacations, because your income is compromised. Eventually, you begin living



paycheck to paycheck as you strive to stay on top of responsibilities and bills. You live in fear

that you will run out of cash, or that you will not have enough money to handle your

responsibilities, or that you will be taken to court.Such fear exacts pressure on you whether

you realize it or not. It disrupts your life and your personal relationships. It can zap your

pleasure and joy until you eventually develop physical and emotional stress. You feel hopeless

and defeated because of the constant anxiety and despair. Bottom line? Being in debt can

wreak havoc on your life. This book will show you how to make smart money choices that get

you out of debt fast and reduce stress by helping you determine how much you need to set

aside for debt repayment through practical calculations.The current total US consumer debt

stands at a staggering $14.3 trillion in 2020. Mortgages make up 68% of the debt, but non-

housing debts such as auto loans, student loans, and credit card loans continue to increase.

This means that almost every US household is in some form of debt, whether it’s auto,

mortgage, credit card, or student loans. With statistics like these, you may derive comfort in

knowing that you are not struggling alone. But, debt affects your personal finances, and it

always comes with a price tag in the form of interest. The higher the interest rate and the

longer you take to pay it off, the higher your debt load, and the more you compromise your

future income.I work as a mortgage specialist at a top bank, and despite having a six-figure

income, it seemed like putting money aside wasn’t always an easy thing to do. I later realized

that the source of this was from my need to constantly upgrade my lifestyle. With that

realization, I adopted new money management techniques and gradually paid off all debts, and

eventually started investing in real estate. Now, I teach people how to eliminate debts, build

their credit score, and start investing in real estate, just like I did. I’ve taught thousands of

people how to achieve financial freedom by getting out of debt and achieving their most

precious dreams.The material offered in this book is derived from my personal experience with

debt and how I overcame it, without taking an overtime job or compromising on responsibilities.

Therefore, it is the perfect blueprint for people who feel overwhelmed by debt, do not

understand their finances, and are ready to make the tough decisions in order to fully pay off

debts and remain debt-free.However, it is impossible to be a completely debt-free society. Debt

is a powerful force that can build the world when used responsibly. For instance, financially

savvy people use debt to create more wealth, while the financially unaware use debt to destroy

their lives. There are good debts and bad debts. Unfortunately, most people take on bad debts,

either because they lack information or have competing priorities in life. As the world’s financial

sector changes, it is important to learn how to minimize the bad debt and how to responsibly

use good debt to help yourself.The debt problems cut across all social strata from lawyers,

doctors, nurses, teachers, business executives, casual workers, and even the unemployed

population. The debt amounts may vary based on income level and lifestyle preferences, but its

effect on personal finances is constant. Therefore, the tips on how to get out of debt in this

book are designed to help everyone, regardless of their career or social status. These are tried-

and-true principles that I followed to get out of debt and build a real estate business. I was able

to do all this with the same salary that initially I thought could not sustain me.It is all in the

mind! Change your mindset about debt, adopt the recommended personal finance

management techniques, and remain dedicated to being debt-free. A lot may be said about

how and why you need to get out of debt, but if you do not treat your finances differently, you

are bound to be stuck in debt and all the stress that comes with it. Read on and learn how to

liberate yourself from debts now and in the future.Chapter One: How Did We Get Here?Ever

looked at your debt and wondered how you got there? Well, you are not alone. Most Americans

are in debt and struggling to juggle payments and bills every month. Although the reasons for



getting into debt may have been unavoidable (due to unemployment or unforeseen

emergencies), most people accumulate debt due to bad spending habits. While we understand

that using credit cards excessively or borrowing money when you cannot afford to pay it back

causes financial strain in the future, we sometimes overlook that in order to satiate current

desires. Moreover, debt has been normalized through the vigorous advertisements that

promise to offer immediate financial solutions—“No credit? Poor credit? No problem!” Such

advertisements send the wrong message that most Americans, if not all, are in debt with poor

credit scores.Though we take on debt with the confidence that we will pay it off, we know that it

can lead to disastrous consequences should we lose our main source of income. Debt can

consume all your assets, hurt meaningful relationships, and cause stress. Unfortunately, a

good number of people deep in a debt crisis never understand the real cause of it. Therefore,

the first step towards getting out of debt is understanding the reasons behind it. Let’s take a

look at some of these reasons individually.Reduction of incomeIf you are in debt, it means that

your expenses exceed your monthly income. So what would happen if you were to lose your

well-paying job, and you had to settle for a reduced income? Most people uphold the same

lifestyle they had when earning a high income. This is a recipe for financial disaster. If you fail

to adjust your life to fit your income, you will definitely fall in the debt trap, faster than you can

imagine. Always make sure you understand your income changes and create a reasonable

budget around it.DivorceUnfortunately, more than half of American marriages end in divorce.

Divorce, whether mutually agreed upon or not, causes financial strain for both parties. On top

of paying costly legal fees, American law dictates what should be done with your money during

the divorce settlement. If your partner demands more than you can afford, you will be

compelled to go into debt to pay what your partner demands.Poor money management

skillsFor most people, poor budgeting and money management lead them to take out loans.

Worse yet, without a well laid out budget, you cannot track and monitor your expenses. To start

monthly budgeting, write down your expenses for an entire month so you know what you spend

money on. This is the best way to determine unnecessary expenses, which will help you

manage your money better in order to pay off current

debts.UnderemploymentUnderemployment is especially common among recent graduates who

are willing to settle for the first job offer they receive, as they continue to search for a better

paying job. This way, they view underemployment as temporary. However, underemployment

can have a lasting effect on their personal finances, especially if they have to borrow money to

make ends meet. If you are underemployed, it would help to live within your means as you look

for a second job or a better paying job. This eliminates the possibility of falling into the debt

trap.GamblingGambling is a popular form of entertainment in America. In reality, it is a

guaranteed expense. “The house” always wins. Unfortunately, gambling is an addiction, and

gamblers are addicted to the idea of winning big. This addiction could drive them to extreme

measures to continue gambling. Some even go to the extent of mortgaging their future to “the

house” as they aim to win big. If you really love gambling, it would be wise to have a gambling

budget and be disciplined enough not to spend more than you budgeted for.Medical

expensesExpensive healthcare or health emergencies make medical expenses one of the

easiest ways for someone to get into debt. Every medical procedure or consultation, no matter

how minor, costs money. Hospitals and doctors get impatient with people who do not settle

their medical expenses on time (Anya). This forces patients who are in need of medical care

yet lack the finances to take out loans.Little or no savingsThe best way to avoid debt is by

being partly or wholly prepared for unanticipated expenses through savings. However, we

rarely think of the future; we typically only think of maintaining the status quo and buying all the



things we want. A decent saving comes in handy in times of emergency, like losing your source

of income, divorce, or illness. You will never regret saving money for future use or

emergencies.These causes of debt are very common and easy to fall into. But, they can be

avoided by learning and developing good personal finance budgeting and management skills. It

is important to live within your financial means in order to avoid accruing debts.Consumer debt

statistics and impactConsumer debt consists of personal debts that are incurred as a result of

purchasing things that are used for individual or household consumption. Student loans,

mortgages, auto loans, payday loans, and credit card debt are examples of consumer debt.

This type of debt is in contrast with debts that are incurred through government operations or

for use in investments like running a business. Consumer debts are extended by credit unions,

banks, or the federal government. Consumer loans are divided into two categories; revolving

and non-revolving debts. Revolving debts are debts that are paid monthly, like credit cards,

while non-revolving debts are upfront lump sum loans with fixed repayment amounts over a

predetermined period, like student and auto loans.Consumer loans are dubbed trivial means of

financing because they attract extremely high interest rates. Moreover, consumer items like

clothes, jewelry, and electronics that are purchased using credit cards barely provide

necessary utility and depreciate in value with time. But, there is a caveat to consumer debts;

increased consumer spending triggers economic growth. For example, people borrow money

for housing or education during their early life stages and pay off debts later when they secure

higher-paying jobs. Student loans are considered a means to an end because education paves

the way for better and higher-paying jobs. These jobs create a positive trajectory for both the

economy and the individual.Regardless of whether some consumer debts are beneficial, they

always compromise your financial stability. The United States consumer debt is on the rise

owing to ease of obtaining loans that are matched with very high interest rates. According to

the latest report released in March 2020, the US consumer debt stood at $4.21 trillion. Non-

revolving debt accounted for $3.14 trillion, a rise of about 6% from the previous month. A large

percentage of this non-revolving debt was auto loans and student loans. Student loans stood at

$1.68 trillion and auto loans at $1.19 trillion. Credit card loans were $1.07 trillion while

mortgage balances accounted for $9.71 trillion. This paints a clear picture of the types of debt

Americans acquire and helps to explain the spending patterns and reasons people get into

debt.Consumer debt statistics are a clear indication that we live in a debt prone society.

Traditional economic theories suggest that people incur debts and manage their finances

based on their speculations of future earnings. For instance, debts are mainly acquired during

young adulthood, when income is low but the cost of housing and education is high. The

borrowing trend tends to reduce as people approach middle age and gradually die down as we

continue to age. This implies that life stages and age determine borrowing patterns. However,

this theory is gradually changing since the ability to borrow money not only depends on credit

history and age, but also on demographic characteristics and macroeconomics. Debt

accumulation is greatly influenced by sociological factors like consumerism; the notion that a

person’s happiness and well-being depends on their ability to purchase consumer goods.

Society identifies consumption as the main element of social identity. This drives people to

adopt a status-enhancing consumption that is only possible through borrowing and

accumulation of unnecessary debts.The growth of auto loans and student loans has changed

the composition of the household and aggregate debt and has made households less effective

at supporting wealth accumulation. Conversely, the number of retirees with debts has been on

the rise. Also, the debt burden tends to be higher in middle-income households. Below-average

income households are recording low debt levels from unsecured loans, unpaid bills, and credit



cards. Though borrowing is the conventional path to debt accumulation, households facing

emergencies, income shock, or the inability to make ends meet tend to incur expenses that

eventually drive them into debt without necessarily borrowing money. Some people may be

unaware of such debts until a debt collection agency calls or the information reflects on their

credit report. The main causes of non-loan debts are local government or state fees and fines,

unpaid bills, and out-of-pocket medical bills.Consumer debt can be a positive force because it

supports economic growth; however, it bears negative, serious, and widespread impacts on

affected households. It is the main cause of financial distress when household incomes are

barely adequate to service the high (and rising) debt burdens. Carrying too much debt creates

a downward spiral that begins with higher costs of debt and may lead to court or garnishment

of tax refunds and wages. The ultimate consequence of incurring too much debt is bankruptcy

and failure to build wealth. Building wealth as a young adult is especially relevant because as

you age your ability to save and invest towards the future is compromised.The credit and debt

pathways that lead to mobility are becoming unreliable and broken for borrowers. For example,

the high student loan levels have raised concerns on whether the benefits of a degree

outweigh the costs to attain it, given their role in entrenching racial wealth inequality and

reducing homeownership. Other negative impacts of consumer debt that are not factored in

balance sheets include mental and physical health challenges. As aforementioned, debt affects

personal relationships whether with family members, your partner, or friends.Drivers of

Consumer DebtThe main drivers of consumer debt are economic, psychological, and cultural,

particularly characteristics like age and income. These drivers affect the type and amount of

debt incurred by individuals and families. The traditional viewpoint of debt is that households

and individuals act rationally with regard to debt accumulation and management. This

viewpoint is based on the expectations of future income. Often, people do not like the spending

constraints that are tied to current income, because they feel it isn’t sufficient to cover their

current needs. As such, they opt to borrow money to meet their needs and attain a certain

standard of living.The life cycle hypothesis and the permanent income hypothesis theories

explain how and why individuals save and get into debt as a way of ensuring smooth

consumption. The two theories predict that individuals and households borrow more during

young adulthood when they do not have adequate financial resources to cover the cost of their

education and housing needs and pay down the debts as they age. A research study

conducted in 2017 of Americans born between 1915 and 1924 ascertained the two theories;

their debts increased steadily up to the age of 45 years and began falling in the following years

(The aspen institute, 2018). This is attributed to the fact that they were earning a higher income

and had less major financial obligations.However, the two theories do not explain the major

aspects of consumer saving, debt accumulation, and repayment patterns. This is because

consumers are now borrowing and consuming less in early adulthood than the theories predict,

yet consume and borrow more during middle age. As a result, Americans are carrying debt to

their retirement years, where they rely on a fixed income. Additionally, it appears the theories

fail to account for the increased number of multi-generational households and late-life

household formations.The changing economic nature also diverges from the theories. The

theories view income and financial shock as isolated events yet income volatility is a chronic

problem among workers. Debt that seems reasonable and rational on the onset becomes a

problem due to unaffordability in the long run as a result of volatility shock. Additionally, as

income becomes more volatile, it also stagnates. For instance, there is a decreasing median

income trend among men (The aspen institute, 2018).Macroeconomic driversCredit supply and

business cycles play a major role in the rise of consumer debt. This is because the availability



of credit when the economy is thriving contributes to increased consumer debts and vice versa

during times of recession. Moreover, credit utilization rates remain constant through business

cycles as borrowers are sensitive to credit limits. As such, when consumers are granted access

to more credit, their debt levels increase proportionately and when access to credit reduces,

their debts reduce proportionally. Since the great recession, the increase in the cost of food,

housing, and healthcare have been disproportionate to the increase in individual and

household incomes. The increasing cost of living and essential services has been difficult for

most individuals and households to avoid. Therefore, they rely on debts to meet their

consumption requirements as they struggle to cope with stagnating incomes and rising costs of

living. Notably, households that struggle financially get into debt to make ends meet, while

financially secure households borrow to maintain a certain standard of living. In both scenarios,

borrowing to meet current needs undermines future financial security by reducing disposable

income and cutting down on savings.
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Marv from Mars, “Sound advice and guidance. I read this and the advice it gives with interest,

and as a person who has been in a lot of debt and am now out of it, the points the book gives

out are spot on.5 years ago I had a $600 car payment and 5 credit cards with $27,000

balances. Today, after using the exact suggestions this book lays out, I am debt free. Car and

credit cards paid off. The book likens being in a lot of debt to financial slavery, and is absolutely

correct. I have so much more money left over now, and the stress that comes from barely being

able to pay my bills are gone.The book lays out your goals and methods to lower your debt

simply, and if you follow them it will work. A very good, informative book. Highly recommended.”

Ronald B. Foster, “A great guide on eliminating debt. This financial self-help book is very well

written and well referenced. It elaborates in great detail on the “Keep up with the Joneses”

syndrome as well as other causes of excessive debt. There is an appropriate amount of

repetition, and irrelevant side stories often filling up self-help books are avoided. More than

figures, how you feel about debt is addressed, including emotional stress, fear anger, shame,

frustration, etc. The basic challenge is: “Think about what is triggering your spending and deal

with it”. One minor quibble is that Chapter 3 starts out by saying “Ten ways to help you get out

of debt” will be discussed, then explicitly lists only three. Also, the title says “9 Simple Rules …”

I cannot find this list of 9. Chapter 4 is a good general guide to any type of negotiating. Both

“good debt” and “bad debt” are defined and discussed. The idea is that mortgage debt and

student loans are good debt, because you are building towards a future. My only disagreement

is that student debt is treated as a “Yes” or “No” decision. My belief is that in fact many students

are simply taking on TOO MUCH student debt. In this case, an ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure. Why live easy for 4 years only to then suffer for 10 – 20 years? Overall, the book

is thorough and the outline is logical, discussing all aspects that need consideration.”

KC Reader, “This should be taught to kids in school!. I really loved this book for many reasons.

First, I felt like the author did not shame people who are in debt but rather gives them a sense

that they are not alone or stupid and that there is hope. The book reads easily. The writing is

clear and understandable and the solutions are not difficult or out of reach. I really wish they

high schools would add this to their curriculum as it is so important to educate young people

about personal finance before they get into the messes that are so easy to get into. This book

does not stop and teaching people who to get out of debt, but goes on to illustrate how to stay

clear and how to begin to invest in a better future. If I could go back in time and give this book

to my teenaged self, I would in a heartbeat. But I can give it to my daughters and I plan to do

so.  Thank you for a wonderful tool for life!!”

Nancy Golden, “Good Strategies for Learning About Financial Options and Getting Out of

Debt. This is an excellent book for strategies for anyone to get out of debt. I really appreciated

how it addresses credit card debt which so many people struggle with. It also has some great

information regarding budget planning and emphasizes that you should be saving money

rather than living from paycheck to paycheck. Student loans and how to make decisions

regarding financing your schooling is discussed which is invaluable for anyone considering

going to college. I especially liked the part about eating at home which is is both healthier and

cheaper than going out to eat. While hubby and I have been doing that to some degree, this

book is a great reminder. The later part of the book talks about how to invest money: real

estate, stocks and bonds, but its main focus is how to get out of debt - the most important first

step. Every young person starting out should read it. We are recommending this book to our



son and his wife.”

Pax, “Debt-Free Mindset. The advice in the book is based on the author’s experience of living

in the debt trap, how he changed his mindset and freed himself from a downward spiral.This is

a difficult subject for many to read, especially if you’re already heavily in debt. The great thing is

that the author doesn’t start by ripping the band-aide off, but eases you into this difficult

subject. He provides you with information to help you understand why an alarming number of

households in the US are in debt, struggling with personal finances and living from paycheck to

paycheck. More surprising is that the issue touches all social economic classes.The book

assures you that a debt free life is possible if you view your finances in a new way. Once you’ve

established the habits of budgeting, saving and paying off existing bills, you can concentrate on

wealth building.This is an easy to read, well-researched book that gives you concrete

techniques and tools with real-world examples.”

Reflected, “So helpful, can't be emphasised enough.. This is a fantastic book on debt and debt

management. It's incredibly useful as it breaks down how we get into debt, get further into

debt, the effect that has on us, how to get out of debt and how to stay out of debt.Whats is

especially helpful is the psychology behind the behaviour and the decision making that gets us

into financial trouble and can keep us there. But its really helpful to read about how to get out

and stay out.For me I was slowly starting to get into trouble with my debts. They were not that

bad at first but after I lost my job and had no way to maintain the payments or continue to buy

food etc they got worse. I started to panic a bit!After reading this it helped me realise that it is

not forever and there is a way out. The book highlights in some detail the emotional effect that

this can have and i really identified with that.Recommended for anyone who is even slightly

concerned with their financial situation.”

Adrian, “Useful financial advice. Reading the chapter on how to tackle the debt made me

realise a couple of things. First, that if you end up in a difficult financial situation, you do have a

few options of getting out of it, but you may end up with a damaged credit history. And second,

it's best to budget your spending, constantly monitor your expenses, and avoid getting into any

financial trouble in the first place.All in all, I've found the book useful, but a bit disappointing

because it lacks any recommendations for tools and apps to use for budgeting, which is key for

both avoiding getting into too much debt and getting out of it.”

Edvin Szolcsak, “Valuable Guide!. Money management is what people don't really learn in

school i believe.. That is why so many people are in debt or cannot manage their money and

get depressed or really down. This book can support you along the journey on how to get out

of debt with pretty much proper guidance and advice! It can help any of you how to build

yourselves back up again on your feet!”

Mr. Karl, “Brilliant. Really good info and motivation to get out of debt. Gave me the kick up the

arse to get out of debt, then concentrate on building an emergency fund, then onto investing.”

Julia Dinca, “Good structure. Most of things are common sense, nothing new, but it's well

structured, to the point and a great starting point or a plan”

Dicky, “THIS BOOK IS AWESOME!! WOW..... Worth every minute. Easy to read, clear and

FUN! Makes you wonder why you haven't thought of his teachings yourself!!I read Michael's



second book "Financial Freedom with Real Estate" prior to getting my hands on this one but

regardless of the order, they both are jammed packed with simple, easy-to-follow, efficient

information that is actually "dummy proof".In fact, they are so helpful that I've purchased his

two most recent books;"Journey Towards Early Retirement through Real Estate Investing -

Creating A Pension In 5 Simple Steps"and"Commercial Real Estate: Journey Towards

Financial Freedom: What Everyone Ought To Know About Commercial Real Estate Investing in

3 Simple Steps"Now do yourself a favour and get your hands on his books. As a Canadian, I

can easily relate and am so fortunate to have found Michael Steven's books. On my way to

Financial Independence, I hope to see you there!”

The book by Michael Steven has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 187 people have provided feedback.
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